PRODUCT GUIDE
Maximize results by selecting the right
products for your soil conditions

› The ORIGINAL pre-dosed,
color coded HDD additive
on the market
› Choose from rigid or
flexible packaging
› Simple mixing
instructions & product
application
› Experienced support
team
› Products available
nationwide

Did you know ProAction products can

t enhance all major brands of BENTONITE?
Expect better performance along with the PAF benefits you’ve
come to expect; safe formulations, fast and simple mixing,
pre-dosed packaging, less waste and nationwide support.
Visit proactionfluids.com for mixing
guides and product comparisons.

MIXING GUIDE
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Does your soil have sticky clay, silt and/or hard water?
Add ProDyne first.

½ EZB

1 EZB

Does your soil have reactive or swelling clays?
Add ClayLock next.

1to2*EZB

Are you drilling in clay?
Add ProDrill next.

1 EZB

1 EZB

Is your soil very sandy or dense or have high permeability?
Add GeoSweep HD crystals, mix for 10 minutes.
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tank design. For best results, the mix should be visually checked for completeness of hydration rather than just relying on recommended mixing time.

www.ProActionFluids.com

› Treat more with less!
› Fully disperses in seconds with
minimal mixing
› Easy tank clean-up after each job
› Ready to drill in less than 5
minutes

Get to work FASTER.
› Conveniently packaged
› Easy to mix
› Fast to clean up

